OUR FRAMES ARE NOW AVAILABLE TO BE FILLED WITH YOUR PRESCRIPTION BY YOUR OWN OPTOMETRIST!

**BRAEZAU [XR81-RXF]**

**MAYON [XR81-RXF]**

**ROBSON [XR81-RXF]**

**ROBSON XL [XRXL81-RXF]**

**STEEL [HT81-RXF]**

**YARI [HY81-RXF]**

INCLUDES:
- Interchangeable Temples & Strap
- Removable EVA Foam Gasket
- Adjustable Nosepiece

INCLUDES:
- Interchangeable insert
- Adjustable Nosepiece

**ALL GLASSES**
- BASE CURVE: 8
- DIOPTER RANGE: -4 to 2
- YARI with insert installed
- BASE CURVE: 6
- DIOPTER RANGE: -6 to 6